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A CHALLENGER TO BIG RED

GREEVES/HONDA
250 SHOOTOUT
Four shocks vs. one

s you no doubt know, the staff of Dirt
Bike is preoccupied with comparison
tests in a big way. We call ’em shootouts.
The whole idea is to find out which bike
is the best within its category. Well, you
could have knocked us over with a feather
when a fresh new name appeared on the
horizon recently, without so much as a
word of warning!
We were out at the Dunes recently,
shooting out a veritable gaggle of hot new
bikes ... all of them 250s. Just about the
time we were ready to wrap it up for the
day, one of the thoroughly exhausted test
riders pointed out a very different-looking
bike taking laps around the burned-out In
ternational track.
Odd. The bike was blue and sported a
front end that looked like a DeCoster/Ribi
hybrid; it was a dual-shock, rocker-type af
fair that appeared very sturdy.
Our interest piqued, the well-lit DB staff
flagged down the rider and inspected his
machine closer. It was a Greeves (?) 250
and was made in England, of all places!
Right then and there, we decided to com
pare this new upstart with one of our bet
ter test bikes. The 1983 Honda 250 was
selected, based on light weight, good power
and the latest technology. How would it
stack up against the Greeves? We were in
terested, too.
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TECH FEATURES: A QUICK GLANCE
Dry weight:
Honda—220.50 pounds.
Greeves—218.161283 pounds.
Wow! With an empty gas tank, the
Greeves has the Honda beat by a little over
two pounds. Obviously, some serious tech
nology went into getting the Greeves that
light!
Engine:
Honda—Water-cooled, reed-valved twostroke, with a five-speed gearbox. Geardriven primary drive.
Greeves—New-concept air-cooled engine
with (get this!) no reed valve. Four-speed
gearbox (trick!!) and primary chain drive.
Engine and gearbox are separate, but
bolted together (wow!).
Say, sport, it’s obvious that the Greeves
is not stilted and stuck in a rut and is will
ing to take chances with some fresh new
ideas. The four-speed gearbox is just now
finding its way into 500cc bikes, and here’s
Greeves with that feature on a 250! Talk
about innovative!
And how about that two-piece
engine/gearbox setup? Eliminating the reed
valve might just be the secret to getting

Double jumps? Triples? No sweat on the Greeves. Just take them one at a time. The
Honda spent too much time in the air by jumping all three.
some real horsepower. Why hasn’t
anybody else thought of this? And how
about that chain to transmit power from
the primary drive to the clutch basket?
Neato. Trim, slim and very, very efficient
Very worksy, eh?
Suspension:
Honda—Single-shock rear end with ad
justable compression and rebound damp
ing. Large telescopic forks with adjustable
compression damping. Pretty much basic
stuff.
Greeves—Radical “springer” front end
with two Girling shocks mounted on a
rocker-type arm, giving a true rising-rate
suspension. The tubes are hefty and look
nearly unbreakable. Fresh twin-shock ap
proach (similar to Husky, but much more
radical mounting position) with both

shocks mounted outboard of rear wheel
and into the cooling airflow.
Hmmmph! Just at a glance, one can see
the advantages of the Greeves suspension,
at both ends. Not only is the twin-shock
front end the very latest in trickology, but
the rider is not hindered with any ad
justments to fiddle with all the time. Even
air caps are unnecessary. Same with the
rear end. All you do is dial in the preload
you want, and there are no other timewasting dials and gee-gaws to diddle
around with. Quite a breakthrough. As the
owner of the Greeves told us, “Hey, if it’s
right, you don’t have to screw around with
it. The more knobs and junk you have on
a bike, the more wrong you can get it.”
We also like the way the rear shocks are
mounted near the rear axle in an almost
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By the Amazed Staff of DIRT BIKE

Overly complex Honda engine shows too
many things packed into too little space.

Clean and simple Greeves engine has
lots of space and few frills. Our crack
test crew couldn’t find the reed setup,
so It must Internal. Clever.

technology. A seat height of 29 inches
represents a distinct breakthrough in this
day and age of ridiculously tall saddles.
A welcome touch is the use of ultrastrong steel for rims, instead of the trouble
some aluminum alloy found on the Hon
da and other bikes. One other eye-grabber:
The Greeves has a right-side shift lever, a
startling innovation. They did a clever bit
of engineering to allow the kickstarter a
clear swing when starting; the footpeg is
held up and out of the way by a metal ring.
After the bike is fired up, the rider can
simply nudge the ring free and the peg
snaps back into place. Nice.

GREEVES GRIPES

Honda front brake is overly sensitive and
nestled between a set of ordinary fork
tubes.

Greeves front brake Is spot-on; no matter
how hard you pull on the brake lever,
the front wheel will not lock up. Front
end is a work of art and makes the
DeCoster/Ribi fork appear crude by
comparison.

While the Greeves is a genuine
breakthrough, it is not, however, without
fault. The Amal carb wept a bit and start
ing was occasionally a hit-or-miss proposi
tion. also, the bars were a bit too low for
our taste. Other than that, though, the bike
was spot-on.

HONDA HASSLES
After the minor glitches with the
Greeves, the Honda was a regular can of
worms. Getting on the bike took a milk
crate and the saddle had an odd shape go
ing all the way up on the tank. We felt that
the warm-up period required with the
watercooling was a pain in the neck and
many adjustments available were confusing
and time-consuming. And that saddle
height! Hey, c’mon. Nosebleed city. It was
also a pain in the neck to clean and service
the foam air filter. On the Greeves, you
simply replace the paper filter. What could
be easier?

RIDING THE CONTENDERS

New King of the 250s? It sure looks like
It, as the Greeves 250 goes through Its
paces at Bandini Raceway, In Storkfat,
Nebraska.

Here Hannah, stunned, shakes his head
In disbelief after the Greeves smoked his
works Honda in a kick-the-can race.

vertical position, clearly a very efficient
angle and able to directly deal with any
bumps, rather than having the impact
routed all over the place before the shock
can get around to the business of moving
up and down properly.
We also liked the fact that no cumber
some reservoirs were dangling all over the
rear end to make maintenance a hassle. In
fact, other than an occasional preload ad
justment, there is no maintenance required
to speak of. Compare that with the Hon
da, which must have all those links and
pivot points cleaned and lubed on a
nauseatingly regular basis. Congrats,
Greeves, for a step in the right direction.
Bits and Pieces:
Honda—Aluminum muffler for light
weight, twin-leading shoe front brake,

aluminum swingarm, two-gallon gas tank,
38-inch saddle height, aluminum alloy rims
and left-side shift.
Greeves—No muffler at all, which has
to be the ultimate in weight-savings tech
nology, and a single-leading shoe front
brake with a full-floating backing plate
setup. The swingamUs made out of real
steel, not some funny soft alloy, and the
gas tank is a big three-gallon unit, one full
gallon more than the Honda. Also, the
tank is made out of fiberglass, which makes
it easy to keep the decals on, unlike the
plastic junk found on the Honda. Also, the
fenders on the Greeves are shiny polished
aluminum, which adds a nice touch to the
overall appearance. Even the side panels
are made of new space-age fiberglass,
straight out of the latest aerospace

We’d have to rate the Greeves tops in this
department, mostly because the mellow
power delivery made for smooth and easy
riding. No unwanted or surprising wheelies
here. With the Honda, the front end was
always coming up, making our test rider
shut off prematurely.
With the low saddle height on the
Greeves, it simply ate up the flat, smooth
corners. With the Honda, it was difficult
to get both feet firmly on the ground while
cornering. Points to the Greeves here.
We found the brakes on the Honda way
too touchy. With the Greeves, you could
literally stand on the rear brake pedal and
the brake would not lock up. Neat touch.
The Honda front brake was so sensitive our
testers could actually lock the front wheel
up with two fingers on the lever. Not so
with the Greeves. The brake cable had just
the right amount of flex in it to let the front
wheel keep turning freely, no matter how
much pressure was applied to the lever.
Clever idea and long overdue, we say.
The four-speed gearbox on the Greeves
saved time when shifting. The Honda is
handicapped with a five-speed box, which
demands the rider spend most of his time
going from one gear to another. Bother
some, at best.
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?f—GOOD NEWS!!!
SB .vM? BIG 4 Just Lowered
Its Prices. . . AGAIN!
SCOTT BOOTS Modern plastic
materials and unique construction
provide an extraordinary level of
support, protection and performance.
Features include a shinguard, unique
flush buckle system, waterproof liner,
replaceable rubber sole and
traction grid for the shifter.
Available in red and blue,
medium sized shell, 6 through
10. Liners (included) come in
full sizes only, 6 through 10.
Choose the liner closest to
your regular street shoe size

99.95
NYLON MX PANTS
These super rugged MX
pants are made of heavy weight,
non-slip, black nylon cordura. Reinforced, zippered
pockets at the knees hold
protectors, (included) and
hips have thick sewn-in
padding, Belt, knee
pockets and stylish leg
trim stripes are yellow.
The pants have a sturdy
zipper, buckle and snap
shut front with zippered
ankle openings. Sizes 22
thru 38................ 39.95

AMPRO BOOTS An exceptional
high quality boot at an exceptionally low
price.
These high quality leather buckle
boots have been carefully crafted to
provide unmatched comfort and
durability and super protection under
even the worst riding
conditions. All this quality
and a low Big 4 price. You
just won't find better for
less. They come with
either a smooth motocross
sole, sizes 1-12, or super
rugged enduro sole, sizes
6-12..............
69.95
KIDNEY BELT A must for any
serious MX’er. This extra-strong Cordura
Kidney Belt provides the protection you
need while also offering cool comfort
■r- .-m »
^ during long,
r grueling rides.
Velcro closures
adjust to fit
waist sizes 24
thru 40. Color
choice of yellow
or black.

W

11.95

METZELER/MX TIRES The ultimate MX tire, super tough rubber compound.
Call for our unbeatable prices! For example: 300 x 21 ONLY $38.44 (includes f.e.t.)

■ST ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-541 -5550 m
In Washington Call 1-800-572-5690

M

You MUST ask for Operator X-3 to receive these special prices!
C.O.D. Orders Glady Accepted
CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOG

• W. 300 Second Ave. - Spokane. WA
• 12004 Aurora Ave. N. • Seattle. WA
• 5212 S. Tacoma Way • Tacoma. WA

Baclqsivirifr

NOW LESS
THAN

$350

Recommended by sports medicine experts to
relieve back pain. Maintains flexibility of spine
and legs by therapeutically separating com
pressed discs and joints. Great for pre- and
post-workout stretch. For Free Brochure Wri,e:
Call Toll Free

OR VitaChem Inc.

800-227-8823
Dept S
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Dept, s
241 Hazel Avenue
Redwood City, California 94061
(In CA Call Collect 415-365-6692)

SHOOTOUT

High flying and bristling with technology,
the Greeves is clearly the forerunner of
things to come.
One item worth mentioning: The Greeves
has a 19-inch front wheel, whereas the
Honda is equipped with a conventional
21-incher. Also, the Honda has a spindly
3.00 knobby, while the Greeves comes
stock with a 3.50 x 19 trials patterned front.
This lets the Greeves front end float over
sand quite easily, while the Honda front
end tends to knife in. Of course, a regular
knobby is found at the rear of both bikes.
In a basic drag race to the first turn, it
was the Greeves every time, as the Honda
spun the rear wheel wildly and refused lo
hook up. With the Greeves, it was total
hookup with barely a hint of wheelspin.
Talk about traction! While not overpower
ing in the muscle department, let’s just say
that the Greeves had enough to get the job
done. And how much more does a rider
need?
Over the really bad bumps, the Greeves
handled things in a rather unique fashion.
Rather than slamming over them in an outof-control style, the Greeves would ride
down in and through the whoops, keeping
that all-important wheel contact with the
terrain. The Honda, on the other hand,
kept gyrating and leaping wildly from
whoop to whoop, causing much concern
among our savvy testers.

BITS AND PIECES
The garish blue saddle/red plastic color
scheme on the Honda was a real turnoff.
The tasteful dull blue of the Greeves was
complemented well by the polished
aluminum fenders and the shiny steel rims.
Both bikes had high pipes mounted on
the left side. Obviously Honda has been co
pying Greeves here.
The Honda has a smallish plastic gas cap
on an oddly shaped gas tank. The Greeves
has a nifty steel gas cap with a finger-tip
locking device that lets the cap flip up for
easy refueling. Whew! Where do they keep
coming up with all those ideas?

THE BOTTOM LINE: WHICH BIKE
FOR YOU?
No contest here. The Greeves appears to
be The Bike of the Eighties, hands down.
Even though it’s a relative newcomer to the
scene, you can sure plan on seeing a lot
more of them in the future.
(continued on page 71)

GREEVES vs. HONDA
(continued from page 64)
After testing both of the bikes head to
head, technical features aside, the Greeves
still emerges as the bike of choice for
economic reasons alone, as the suggested
retail price is only $995. The owner show
ed us a rather worn brochure with the price
printed on it, so we know this is not a joke.
Compare that with the suggested retail
price of the Honda at over $2000 and you
get the picture. Just who is kidding whom?
You can only stay at the top by dint of
extra effort and technical savvy. As it
stands now, Honda will have to burn some
serious midnight oil to catch up to the
Greeves. It looks like the day of the Grif
fon is upon us. Will we see Hannah on a
Greeves next year? When we asked the
Hurricane about that, he merely nodded his
head to one side and quipped, “What? Are
you guys nuts or something?”
We can only interpret that as a full en
dorsement of the Greeves and an unwilling
ness to let us in on any possible secret nego
tiations between Bob and the Greeves fac
tory. Will we see the Trophee and MX de
Nations team mounted on Greeves this
year? Only time will tell.
Just about the only serious drawback to
owning a Greeves that we can see is the
rather limited availability of the bike. We
checked the entire L.A. yellow pages and
couldn’t find a single listing. But, keep
looking . . . it’ll be worth the effort. □
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TEAR THIS
PAGE
IN HALF!

But wait until you have bought the magazine first or the guy behind
the counter will tear you in half!
Tear it in half and mail it in to be the first on your block to receive
the All-New 1983 DIRT BIKE BUYER'S GUIDE! Forget Sears, J.C.
Whitney, and the Warshawsky catalogs, because they pale in com
parison to the jampacked DIRT BIKE BUYER'S GUIDE. On the in
side where Sears shows nightgowns, the BUYER'S GUIDE is into
leathers, boots and helmets. When J.C. Whitney is trying to sell you
a wolf whistle horn, the DB BUYER'S GUIDE is styling the latest 1983
bikes. Why scrounge for a metric hammer in the Warshawsky catalog
when the BUYER'S GUIDE is crammed full of the trickest, guickest,
slickest and wickedest motorcycle accessories of the year.
■
It's like going to K-Mart, Woolco, Fedco and MX heaven by flip
ping a few pages; and it all starts when you tear this page in half,
and fill out the coupon to order the amazing 1983 DIRT BIKE BUYER'S
_GUIDE!_________________________________________________________________
Make check or money order payable to: DIRT BIKE BUYER'S GUIDE • Box 317 • Encino, CA • 91316
Please send me___________ copies ol the DIRT BIKE
1983 BUYER'S GUIDE immediately.

■

Please enclose $2.50 plus 75 cents postage and hand
ling for each copy ordered. Canada add $1.50 and all
other foreign add $2.50 postage and handling for each
copy ordered. All items will be shipped by surface mail.
U.S. funds, please.
DB 4-3

Name___
Address _
City_____
State/Zip.

COMING UP IN DIRT BIKE . . .
• Which chain lube works best? Find
out in the Official DB Chain Lube
Shootout.
• 200 class enduro bikes under the gun.
We’ve got a winner.
• Big-inch cross-country bikes go head

to head. Five-speeds and 50-plus
horsepower make for eye-watering
speed.
• Supercross, the National MX scene,
how to fix things, and much, much
more.

The totally awesome '83 MOTO-X FOX CATALOG is available FREE of
charge. Sendjust S1 to cover postage & handling andyou'll receive our 64 page
color-drenched catalog filled with the best values in motocross. You get more
for your money with Fox. Don't get ripped off, get Foxed Out!
Enclosed please find S1.00 to cover postage and handling, please rush my copy of the awesome
1983 MOTO-X FOX CATALOG.

Name:_______________________________________________

DB

Address:__________________________________________________
IF YOU AREN’T AS
LUCKY AS BOB,
TURN TO PAGE 55.

City:_________________________

State:______

Zip:________

Send to: MOTO-X FOX, 520 McGLINCY LANE, CAMPBELL, CA 95008 USA
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